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 Title: Design, installation and tests of a signal system called “DBO” in the Line 
2 of The Metro of Caracas performed by the Company “Telem C.A”. 
Dates: 01/10/07 – 05/15/07 
 

Competency 
Element Claimed 

1.1. Automation Systems, C.A. is a Venezuelan company which works developing 
engineering for the Metro of Caracas. It is mostly in charge of all the 
engineering concerning to the Central Management that assures the supervision 
of the traffic and the electrical system of the Metro. The company’s headquarter 
is located in Caracas-Venezuela. I have been working as Central Management 
Engineer since November 2005. The title of my position into the company is 
“Central Management Engineer” and by the first semester of the year 2007 I 
was in charge of making the installation and programming of the Programmable 
Logical Controllers (PLC) in the Line 2 of the Metro. Also, I was in charge of 
developing the test phase of these devices (PLC) in order to validate with the 
Inspectors of Metro the good performance of the systems installed. 
 

 

1.2. Supervising the traffic of the Metro requires that in the Central Management, 
the operators have continuous visualization and knowledge of the whole 
situation in the line. Variables such as position of the trains in the line, stop time 
in the stations or the speed of the trains need to be regulated by signal systems 
that are located throughout the entire line (platform of the station and tunnels). 
There is a new signal system developed by Telemática called “DBO” (Dispatch 
By Order) which mainly purpose is to indicate trough a luminous and audible 
device to the Train Operator the stop time of the train in the station and the 
exact moment where he should command the closure of the doors for the 
dispatch of the train.  The final goal with this new signal system is to improve 
the regulation of the traffic, controlling the dispatches of the trains and avoiding 
the delays.  
 

 

1.3. At the very beginning of this Project the first thing I had to do was to 
understand very well the basic principles of functioning of the new signal 
system. To do that, it was necessary to do several meetings with the engineers 
of the Operation Department of The Metro of Caracas, in order to let them 
explain their requirements. Basically, what we are looking for is to install an 
equipment or a signaling device in the platforms that can be easily visualized by 
the train operators, in order to indicate, with a luminous and a blinking signal, 
the time the train should stay in the station. Once this time is reached, the 
luminous signal should be off and the next signal to be activated is the audible 
one (a buzzer) for 5 seconds to indicate the operator that he has to command the 
closure of the doors of the train and to dispatch it.  
 

PE1.1- 
PE2.2- 

1.4. Once I understood the requirements, the next step was to start the design of the 
new system. For this reason, in first place I identified the DBO input and output 
signals. In this way I could know which other systems have to interact with our 
system to give me signals that are necessary for the DBO functioning. And this 
let me later in a more advance phase of the project to organize the installation 
works with other disciplines. The next step is to identify what would be the 
controller in charge of the managing of these signals that feed the DBO 
functional logic.   
 

PE1.1- 
PE2.2- 

1.5. I decided with the previous approval of the Equipment Department of The 
Metro of Caracas, that the DBO controller device should be a PLC 
(Programmable Logic Controller). To select the kind and brand of PLC, in first 

PE1.2- 
PE2.6- 
PE3.4- 



place I had to list the requirements needed, such as the numbers of inputs and 
outputs to be handle, the kind of signals, the easily expansion to leave open the 
possibility to attach more functionalities in the future. Once I had the list of 
requirements, the next thing to do was to select the branch of the PLC. In this 
case the mainly factors to be in consideration are: to select a provider with a 
local office in Caracas to guarantee enough stocked products for easily 
acquisition, to have products with reasonable prices that adjust to the assigned 
budget for this project. The idea was to develop the design with the minor cost 
possible. Also, it is important to have a PLC with an easy maintenance and 
flexibility in substitution tasks. The provider that better adjusted was Schneider 
Electric who offered a PLC with our requirements. The PLC selected was the 
one of the series “Momentum” and can be programmed under any language 
defined by the International Standard of Automation Programming Languages 
IEC-61131.  
 

1.6. Once we had the PLC Momentum with 16 inputs and 16 outputs of 24VDC 
(Volts Direct Current) I proceeded to configure it throughout its interface called 
“Concept” in its version 2.6. The configuration consisted on defining the 
hardware to be used, it means, the model of the CPU (Central Processing Unit) 
and the I/O (Input/Output) module, the memory partition, the assignment of the 
inputs and the outputs and the connectivity parameters. I assigned to the PLC an 
address IP (Internet Protocol) that let connect the PLC to the Central 
Management Network with the goal of supervising the signals of the DBO 
through the SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) of the Line 2 
of Metro. I programmed the logic of the PLC under the languages of the 
standard IEC-61131 “Instruction List - IL” and “Function Block Diagram - 
FBD”.  
 

PE2.4- 
PE3.4- 

1.7. Then, I started a test phase in order to validate that the logic programmed in the 
PLC works with the expected behavior. To do these tests, I built a test platform 
in the laboratory of my office. First, I connected a luminous and audible device 
compound by a triangular arrangement of light bulbs with a central buzzer. This 
device is activated by the output signals of the PLC. The luminous and audible 
device would be installed in the platforms of the station and it is the equipment 
that interacts with the Train Operators. The input signals for these tests were 
simulated with a voltage source of 24 VDC. The real input signals of the PLC 
come from another system called “Chronometry”, and basically this system has 
the following functions: 
a. - Supply the time guidelines to the train in order to manage the period of time 
the train stays in the platform of the station. 
b. - Supply a Watchdog signal to the SCADA in order to keep the automation of 
the station. This automation makes automatically all the routes that are going to 
be followed by the train.    
 

PE1.3- 
 

1.8. Once I finished the initial tests to validate internally the system, I started the 
next phase of the project. This phase was to make the planning of the 
installation of the DBO in the stations of the Line 2 of the Metro. 
 

 

1.9. To plan the installation works I had to meet with the Technical Personnel of 
Installation and with the Technical Personnel of Central Management. The goal 
was to make a work team dedicated to all the tasks related to the installation, 
commissioning and execution of the final tests of the DBO System. With these 
personnel I found advice about the kind of the cable to be used for the internal 
connections in the PLC and the kind of cable to be used to connect the PLC-
DBO with the Chronometry. We all together designed the schedule or the 
planning to execute the installation work. Also, they advice me about some 

PE2.2- 
PE2.5- 
PE3.5- 



documentation I had to develop. I made 3 documents: one for the installation 
(plans of the cables), another document about all the theory concerned and the 
functional aspects of the PLC-DBO and the third document is the plan of the 
tests of the system.    
 

1.10. Another discipline involved was the “Electrical Department”, who was in 
charge to give us since their system called “Station Energy System” the 
electrical power to feed the PLC-DBO. This electrical power is supported, so 
there is a guaranty of the continuous functioning of the system.   
 

PE2.2- 

1.11. The installation and test phase had to be done carefully because the idea is to do 
the entire job without disturbing the Metro System. The Line 2 of the Metro 
transports 500.000 people per day, for that reason it is obligatory to guarantee 
the good performance of the system avoiding delays in transporting people.  
To install for the first time the new system, I selected the station “Artigas” of 
the Line 2, which is a station with fewer users where we could work better. In 
this way I could identify possible installation problems that would be corrected 
for the other stations. All the equipments were installed in a station room called 
“Control Train Room”. Because of all the electrical devices located in this 
room, we had to follow the safety norms of the INPSASEL (Instituto Nacional 
de Prevención, Salud y Seguridad Laboral). Once we finished the installation 
phase in Artigas we did several functional tests. The next step was to install the 
system in the entire Line 2. 
 

PE1.4- 
PE3.4- 
PE2.2- 

 

1.12. When we had the entire system completely installed in the  
Line 2, I called the Inspectors of the Operation Department of Metro because 
they are in charge of validating the DBO System. With them we followed the 
test planning that I designed with the documentation of the DBO to validate the 
hardware, the installation and the functional part of the system. 

PE3.5- 

1.13. This DBO System leaves the possibility in the future for several improvements. 
One of them could be to replace the entire Chronometry system, so all its 
functionality could be in charge of the DBO-PLC. In this way, we could handle 
two related systems by the same controller, the maintenance labors would be 
easier for the technical personnel of the Central Management and the problem in 
finding the old Chronometry devices, in cases where replacement is necessary, 
would be solved.  

PE2.4- 
 

1.14. This experience was excellent for me because it contributed in my growing as a 
professional. Since understanding the requirements of our client (Metro de 
Caracas), in the design, test and installation phases, till the execution of final 
tests; every moment of the project was rich in knowledge. Besides, this project 
let me follow in detail each activity on every phase, which let me increase my 
perspectives about the execution of an engineering project since the basic ideas 
till the global vision of the system. 
 

 

 


